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method of the continuum hypothesis through my suggested research in a book
reading investigation. If an in-depth investigation of the continuum hypothesis is
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data. Hence, the problem can be viewed and settled in a more detailed manner.
Finally, a generalized rationalization theorem will be discovered.
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INTRODUCTION
There are usually questions about what educational philosophy is. In general, one
may have four types of it, namely: behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism, and
connectionism. I believe that everyone is born with the same right or with equal.
One of the aims of education is acting as an upward mobility ladder for common
people. In this case, I feel it is a meaningful way of pursuit to help a large number
of geographical countries’ poorer (one of a case studies is the low socioeconomic
Hong Kong residents) in climbing such kind of stairs. Moreover, it is important
for students to learn in a classroom with a relaxed, fun, and interactive
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learn how to handle various kinds of students. In addition, each school had their
own cultural values and traditions, etc. I understand that education is not a
simple task and one needs enthusiasm. One may even need to teach students
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atmosphere. When I was teaching in different schools, I had the opportunity to
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about what a classical Western life philosophy is. This may include personal ethics which is not just simple facts. I also recommend
that teachers should lead students in linking mathematical concepts with daily life (or in the case of experience) together with
historical and cultural backgrounds from both Western and Eastern perspectives before really applied into their job when they
would be finished schooling.
The lessons I taught in the demo would consist of mathematical theorems – with the proofs (a form of mathematical
rationalization) consisting of the why and how designed or in-depth understanding and subsequent thinking through discussion
between the teacher and students. These would help developing creative ways of finding an explanation to questions in
mathematics. Similar paths could then be applied to other cases. Certainly, there were always unpredictable situations in class, and
it was important that I handled pupils with different intellectual qualities, such as EQ, AQ, and IQ, with great care.
In fact, by studying and combining other teaching and learning case studies among my schooling jobs, one can imagine and
design a corresponding empirical model. In my proposed prototype, teachers would first raise the curiosity of a small class of
pupils through a series of questions, then they may lead pupils to play interactive games designed to provide the necessary
corresponding experience, as well as teach them internet information searching skills. Students then collaborate and discuss to
develop their ideas on the subject matter, select the most reasonable answers, make the correct decisions with reference to the
argument, and finally arrive at a conclusion. Assessments should only be used for determining academic knowledge instead of
trying to direct the students’ future life. Education professionals can thus apply these amended results to customize different
curricula according to the students’ abilities. The suggested case studies model should also be intuitively flexible to handle any
special conditions in the classroom. The model can then be concluded to pass through a different “Teaching-Learning-Reflecting”
circulating periods to explore knowledge and formed my proposed education philosophy in my school lesson.
The teaching-learning-reflecting philosophy is only telling us that a case study can be used to help rationalizing our
environment and gave the mapping philosophy. In general, one can convert conceptual things into philosophical theories.
1. Other than what the author states that the “Reflecting” period, there are also “Researching” period. It means both the
qualitative and quantitative reflecting data obtained from students’ assessment will be collected by the research institute. After
detailed analysis, results will be backed to schools for further improvement of teaching and learning. That is the original good wills
of Hong Kong TSA. However, what we need to oppose is NOT the examination but the Chinese type of “Mechanical Type of
Practices” culture among Hong Kong parents to their children. This author suggests there is a need to revolute against such
traditional Hong Kong schooling values.
These systematic thinking can then be transferred into various models (through the case of experienced learning) and thereby
apply them to different peaceful, creative daily-life instruments for the good of our society, as well as for other living organisms
around the globe. One could even develop a generalisedrationalisation theory when considering different case studies.
Conversely, from our daily life experience (my teaching demo and other school case study lessons), one may imagine the
corresponding empirical model and even discover the corresponding philosophy just like the case in pervious paragraphs. Through
both forwarding and conversing of theorems, one can refine different various applications to achieve the assisting of humans.
Basically, the more the repeating of the above refining process, the best version of the theory will be given. Indeed, the possible
outputs of rationalization will include intelligent cities, quantum brains, or software that humans using for languages translation
etc. However, I must emphasize, researchers need to settle all ethical conflicts that could possibly arise before really one tries to
produce these applications. In other words, one can get rid of what is called “forced authority” that being compulsory applied to
give un-ethical product for the expected outcomes. Hence, my aim is to show that rationalization has a significant role across
various subjects. The rationalization of environment can be used to generate a model that adapts to people’s daily life requirements.
They can then finally be resulted to produce corresponding goods. Web technology is one of case. Web translation software may be
the one that most people remember after some mathematical rationalization has been made for the language.
2.Besides a three knowledge exploration periods, there is also a researching period. Hence, as you may observe, such period for
knowledge exploration is the forth one. If you look further in-depth, it can be multiple periods or multi-ism. It just likes the problem
of “Whether did chicken appear in our world first or eggs first?”, and thus sublimes into a philosophical issue. This implies one
should NOT struggle for the number of knowledge exploration periods.
Another related interesting case study is the third-generation mobile video conferencing. Initially, the technology was very
keeping on second generation mobile technology without upgrading. After the invention of computer-internet video chatting
software like “Skye” and “Face-time”, the price of mobile video conferencing started to fall.
Obviously, it is the effect of breaking monopoly. Gradually, the third-generation mobile communication became popular as the
appearance of another chatting software “WhatsApp”. It is because the software just consumes cheaper internet broadband in form
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expensive. There were not too many people who can afford it. More seriously, a large amount of Hong Kong’s population was
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of text data only but not relatively expensive instantaneous video conferencing. Therefore, the software attracts lots of people to
use. Such kind of revolution concept in chatting software through internet creates an affordable atmosphere for everybody. It can
then historically made people changing their everyday habit.
To sum up, one may rationalize any things around our environment. There are certainly pros and cons for it. However, what
my really concern is: one should take great care about its ethical effects before make things become true. The following section will
focus on the details of what the rationalization is.

CONCEPTUALIZING RATIONALIZATION
3.One of the major reasons for rationalization is that one can always discover things with similar characters
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFKqIy4Rw7Y) and apply them. It allows for sophisticated theories (or computations) to be
converted into simpler ones, thereby letting people handle them more easily in another related fields. Through rationalization
process, one may even discover a standard form (or generalization) of something, in the former case “Teaching-LearningReflecting”

periods.

Roughly

speaking,

the

generalized

form

of

anything

adjoins

its

relative

conjugate

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50yhn6c8g84) to the original object, making it rationalized. However, one of the drawbacks
when using the model (or alternative identical standardized technology prototype) in a classroom is that pupils will acquire from
the lesson only information collection, rather than thinking rigorously within an interactive teacher / student environment. Thus,
the idea is to employ a “green conservative life”. In other
words, it is important to enjoy a sustainable balance between the old ways (before technology advancement), using of
technology (achievement that follows adaption), and a neon Laddish way of living (keeping completely away from new technology
to abolish addicts).
In fact, some principles in the family usage of technology have been developed and can be used to avoid abuses of technology
(LamNov, 2016 and Lam Aug, 2017). The following section will investigate further the idea of ‘rationalism’.

LITERATURE REVIEWS FOR RATIONALISM
Rationalization refers to rationalism. Followers of which believe that by applying certain rational principles in the form of logic,
mathematics, ethics, or meta-physics (reasoning and proofs), can eliminate contradictions. In other words, rationalization provides
a sense of truth, excluding an individual’s perceptions from their own backgrounds. This provides certainty and generality. Thus,
under the traditional (historical) beliefs of rationalism, our world is a logical, well-ordered, structured, linked, and intelligible one.
When one previously tried to compare different countries’ languages, they discovered that there is a possibility for a person to be
born with innate ideas. They relate to inborn powers of insight and self-evident principles instead of experiential learning. This is
because researchers have found that despite all the diversity among these languages, the common set of syntax is the “existence of a
schema with a universal grammar and which is governed by the innate pre-settings of the human mind itself”. These are that the
mind:
1. Handles the pattern of all experience;
2. Fixes and forms all the rules of meaningful sentences; and
3. Implies that all languages can be translated from one another.
Rationalists face problems when respecting other ways of life (or acquiring knowledge etc.) Their critics mainly come from
“Empiricism”, which stresses that the source of knowledge is, and can be, tested by a “sense experience”. This school of supporters
believe in things such as esoteric knowledge, in the form of mystical experience, intuition, and revelation. Some believers in
irrationalism usually emphasize the biological, emotional, or volitional, i.e. they try to expand the rational from the perspective of
the unconscious or existential.
As rationalism ignores feelings, customs, or authority, supporters think that only reason can be used to determine good or bad
(right or wrong). Historically, the philosopher Immanuel Kant held the conviction that one can judge an action through inspecting
human beings can develop civilized knowledge from the surrounding environment in the absence of supernatural revelation –
grace or faith. A new and broader meaning is associated with “reasons” - human cognitive powers – an opposite to the existential
approaches to truth. Therefore, rationalist beliefs may contradict those of Christianity. The argument is that Christians trust the
Bible was inspired by the Holy Spirt and that the writers did not have such knowledge, i.e. revelation simply implies authority. On
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its consistency in the definition of “What is a lie?” At the same time, when one is talking about religion, devotees accept that all
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the other hand, rational Christians do not abandon alleged reasoning, even when there is a revelation. Therefore, if one belongs to
the rationalist school of Christianity, they propose that only consistent reasoning can be used in the final appeal.
In my opinion, rationalization is a way of making things seem reasonable or sensible. A relationship will be established between
the thing and the corresponding out coming model, together with daily products for the good of human beings. However, one
should still enjoy technology in a “self-constrained, sensible, and ethical way”, instead of abusing it. Finally, God created
everything in the universe under His own pre-defined laws. Thus, He must also follow His own rules without any privileges.
Otherwise there would be contradictions and our universe would collapse.
Suggested Rationalization Theories for Roger Penrose’s Philosophical Beliefs
Proposed Theory 1: Three kinds of infinity act as a form of significant stage between traditional types of mathematical philosophy
and Penrose’s three worlds theory.
1. As one may observe in previous research, I started with Cantor’s theory, which connects “actual infinity”, and thus determines
the “countability” of a number system, and finally implies the “mathematical world”. One will find that these four abstracts are
joined and matched in a well-fitted manner. The whole depiction is structured, ordered, and excellently works together to shape my
advocated “rationalization of Penrose’s theory”. In other words, these abstracts are related (detailed arguments have been made in
the previous section). For the reasons, the whole justification is very elegant and rather beautiful. I would like to use the term
“conscious mathematical architecture” (as I “link” it in a logical sense through ready-made components) or “functional
mathematical network” (since each abstract has its own role but is still connected). I trust that one can use these abstracts to describe
the complexity of my own “believed mathematical organization”. Indeed, my paper is a case study for the “mathematical
rationalization of Penrose’s theory”.
Proposed Corollary 2: Different types of infinity act as different forms of a significant stage, which connects many kinds of
philosophy will then be mapped into the multiple worlds or the so- called multiverse.
2. When one steps up to a higher level, there are multiple types of “form” identical to my stated infinity” which I call a “higher
stage”. One can link different types of philosophy (through rationalization) by such a form of higher stage into multiple universes.
These “higher significant stages” act as a key to enter parallel (and in a multiple sense) universes, if they exist.
Proposed Theory 3: Inductively, there is a generalized significant stage, which relates to meta- philosophy and the mega-universe
(this directly follows from Theory 1 and Corollary 2).
For further reading on the conceptual ideas behind the explanations as to why we can inductively prove such a theorem, one
may look to earlier papers titled “An In-Depth Philosophy Solving the Mystery of Digital Equity”, Lam & Sui, August 2017, as well
as “The Critics and Contributions of Mathematical Philosophy in Hong Kong Secondary Schools”, Lam, May 2016. To pose a
question, can one consider the similar situation of the called axiom of infinity set such that they constitute a generalized axiom of
infinity set by adding suitable criteria or modifications to the set and logic-al world? Indeed, my suggestion is that one may need to
establish a geometrical vector space number theory (Niven, 1992), together with ideas which come from an extension field in
algebra (Fraleigh, 2003). If this is done, then one might have a chance to solve the continuum hypothesis problem, say, these “higher
significant stages” act as a key to enter parallel (and in a multiple sense) universes, if they exist.
Since the launch of educational technology (in computer studies) in the mid-1980s, there has been a lot of discussion concerning
its usage in daily teaching pedagogy. The aim of this research is to study the recommended rationalization theories. Indeed, if one
considers the Internet database quiz platform as an analogy of my infinity’s significant stage, one may also consider the motivation
for reading as a different kind of philosophy. The different kinds of reading books are then multiple worlds. When these books
belong to the same category, then it implies they are in the same universe. In addition, various infinities mean different types
researching methods. In this research, the author suggests perceptual survey, investigation of online quiz database transaction log,
questionnaires, interviews and library transaction logs should be used as ways of collecting both qualitative and quantitative data.
Certainly, different kinds of philosophy is considered (different E-Badges for example) as an extra-bond-less besides pupils’
pleasure to enhance competition among them. Hence, such a diagrammatic representation can be used to verify my suggestions in
research section.
To begin with, one should conduct a comparison of reading behavior between three groups of pupils:
1. Borrowing traditional books from school libraries;
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the proposed theory section. One could even develop a generalized and rationalized theory from the collected data in the following
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2. Purchasing books online, downloading, and reading them on a computer; and
3. A control groups.
An online database quiz system will be set up to handle the information collected from the above groups’ book reading
activities. At same time, the figures can also be used to investigate how the psychological effects (motivation and goal theories) will
influence students’ reading habits, in addition to their academic achievements. Furthermore, one can use the research data to
answer the study questions concerning the issues surrounding the use of educational technology.
To be more precise, researchers are interested in the following study questions:
1. Why are there differences in the academic results among the reading groups?
2. What are the psychological (social-cultural-psychological theory) impacts on pupils’ reading outcomes?
3. Who will get the most benefit from the use of educational technology?
4. How do personality factors influence the appropriateness (i.e. hazards and benefits) of using educational technologies for
improving children’s reading achievements?
General speaking, when are the best circumstances for humans to use technology in education (or in their daily lives)?

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Research Design
9 local primary schools participated in the research which lasted for one academic year. Participants were students who were
enrolled in primary 3, 4, and 5 under the supervision of teachers and teacher librarians. The online quiz database development
started 4 months before the research. The system was launched for the Spring/Summer session of the academic year.
Throughout this period, the research team conducted school visits for system support, promotion, and coordination. Data was
regularly collected for research evaluation throughout the period. The main purpose of this study was to discover the reading
habits of primary students through data obtained from an online quiz database system, and to learn about students’ perceptions of
its influence. According to Chu 2005, the literature review shows that previous researchers have mainly used surveys (Bailey, 1997;
Cole, 1992; Compton, 1989; Cool and Xie, 2000; Culbertson, M, 1992; Holland and Powell, 1995; Hurd, Weller, and Curtis, 1992;
Majid and Tan, 2002; Meha and Young, 1995; Simon, 1995; Summers, Matheson, and Conry, 1983; Steffey and Meyer, 1989) in order
to estimate searchers' knowledge of sources/databases. Some used search logs (Chu, 1995a; Cool and Xie, 2000; Vakkari, 2000) and
interviews (Cool and Xie, 2000; Vakkari, 2000),….”(p.39). From the above arguments, it is proposed that the following evaluation
methods for achieving the pre-described objectives should be used.
Use of a Perceptual Survey to Compare Students’ Reading Interests
Firstly, it is suggested that students' reading interests should be compared through perceptual surveys. There are different types of
surveys, but this study will examine two common types only – knowledge and perception surveys (Kimberly, 2008). Knowledge
surveys present questions to determine what people believe they ‘know’ as truthful information. Perceptual surveys ask questions
about what the subjects believe or feel once a topic is given. The main difference between them is that subjects are requested to
evaluate rather than determine. For example, a ‘style survey’ group may want to investigate the number of students who care about
their personal style and how their style was originally influenced. The group first proposed that most students take care to dress
like the mainstream and will likely have the “latest and greatest” fashions to impress friends and illustrate wealth status. Thus, they
might ask questions such as “how much do students care about their personal style?” As can be observed, there is a clear goal for
the topic, the subject's complexity slowly becomes apparent when the group attempts to compose the survey. Certainly, there are an
indefinite number of factors which contribute to one's ‘personal style’. Hence, the survey must consist of an extensive list of
questions so as to pinpoint the subject's beliefs. In addition, respondents may not provide truthful or consistent responses about
their beliefs, and as such the survey results will depict a skewed picture (Kimberly, 2008).
In the case of educational studies, perceptual surveys try to evaluate a program-me and provide useful information to decision
program-me responded to a survey that evaluates the program-me (Kiger and Johnson, 1977). There was a college option which
provided opportunities for high school students to participate in community college.
Hence, there was a 23-item survey asking both students and parents about their perceptions, such as whether the program-me
helped “formulate long term educational goals” (p.691). It was found that a positive relationship resulted between the students and
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makers (Creswell, 2012). For instance, students and their parents just finishing a suburban community college enrolment options
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their parents whose perceptions were different. Results show that parents wanted the students to use the program-me as a ‘handson’ career identification and planning tool, but students saw the program-me as an opportunity to ‘try out’ being a college student
(Creswell, 2012).
From the above discussion, it is recommended for this present study that a perceptual survey is used to compare students'
reading interests. For example, it could be asked “What type of books do students like to read most?” and “Why do they like these
types of books?” The data could then be used to evaluate students' reading behavior as well as their hobbies. Thus, the relationship
between social goals and reading interests could be discovered.
Investigate Online Quiz Database Transaction Log
A survey alone is not enough meaning to measure students' reading interest. There might be differences between the data acquired
from a survey of subjects' self-perceived familiarity/ importance (Chu, 2005). Furthermore, another problem could be whether the
students really know how to use the online quiz database. Thus, there is a need to supplement the perceptual survey with a
transaction log – a detailed recording of students using the online quiz database – if one wants to find out how social goals affect
students' reading habits. This can be done by requesting students keep a diary of their reading activities, by direct observations of
their use of the online quiz database, or by requesting students think aloud while they are reading books (Chu, 2005).
Cool and Xie (2000) asked students to keep a diary of their reading activities and record the types of books they read over the
course of one work day (Chu, 2005). The advantage to this method is one can determine students' specific use of the online quiz
database. It does not require the presence of a researcher to observe and take notes of the interactions between the students and the
online quiz database. It is an economical way to gather data on students' actual reading of books (Chu, 2005). However, there is a
disadvantage as it relies on accurate recording by the students. Some students might keep a complete record of their reading habits
while others might leave out many important details (Chu, 2005).
It is suggested that this study should also include analysis of the transaction log in the research to determine what type of books
the students like to read.
Moreover, students should also be encouraged to keep a diary about their reading habits. Hence, by dissecting the students'
reading behavior through the methods described in this section, the research goals can be achieved.
Collect Questionnaires from Teachers and Students
This study will employ the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) 2011 Context Questionnaire Scale. The
questionnaire was developed by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA). The PIRLS
Learning to Read Survey (Home Questionnaire) asks the students’ parents or guardians about their home resources for fostering
literacy as well as about their reading habits, highest level of education, and employment situation (Mullis et al., 2013). It also asks
about their child’s attendance in preschool and literacy- centered activities in the home before the child attended school, such as
reading books, singing songs, and writing the alphabet or words. The Teacher Questionnaire asks teachers about their education,
professional development, and experience in teaching. It also asks about the instructional activities and materials used in classes
selected for PIRLS assessment (Mullis et al., 2013).
As a further 2011 initiative, questionnaire items were chosen so that the response data from students, teachers, principals, and
parents could be scaled using the 1-parameter IRT (Rasch) partial credit measurement model (Mullis, 2013). Enough items were
drafted for each scale so that the Rasch model could be reliably applied. Many questionnaire items had four response categories–
“agree a lot”, ”agree a little,” “disagree a little,” and “disagree a lot”. A scale comprised of such items required 6-7 items to meet the
minimum requirements of Rasch scaling. Scales comprised of items with three response categories required more items. Generally,
one or two extra items were developed for each scale to allow for attrition after field testing (Mullis, 2013).
In summary, questionnaires can be collected from both students and teachers about their reading behavior, abilities, and
teaching background. They can also act as addendum to the above three methods as data collection helps in gaining an in-depth
idea about the study’s goals.
Use Interviews to Understand Students’ and Teachers’ Reasons for Their Choice of Books
researchers to understand the meaning behind students’ and teachers’ reading behavior (Seidman, 1998). Interviews are wellknown as a tool for understanding people’s behavior and uncovering the reasons behind choices of book when responding to
surveys, or in the students’ online quiz database choices. In addition to this method, Cool and Xie (2000) used interviews as a
supplementary way to survey and document choices. They interviewed each of their 14 subjects about: (1) their information
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behavior associated with the information search activities recorded in the diary; (2) the reasons for their degree of resources used as
reported in the survey, and (3) their satisfaction levels with the resources. Therefore, from the above arguments, this study shall use
interviews with students and teachers as a method to understand the reasons behind certain reading actions taken regarding their
use of the online quiz database (Chu, 2005). By interviewing students and teachers at the end of each reading session, it will help to
uncover the reasons behind their choice of books and their use of the online quiz database. This will be done to learn the
relationships between goals, the online quiz database, and reading motivation as described in the framework.
Using the Library Transaction Log to Compare the Borrow Rate of Books
One of the most direct methods for measuring students' reading habits is to compare the automatic library transaction log for
different books' borrowing rates. The transaction log is machine generated and is a common technique used for obtaining detailed
data on people's borrowing processes (Chu, 2005). Wang, Hawk, and Tenopir (2000) suggested that “the advantage of using
monitoring data (such as from a transaction log) are that they are accurate, unobtrusive, longitudinal, transactional, temporal, and
can be automatically collected and processed (the computer does the work!)” (p.237).
The library's transaction log provides a large quantity of data at minimal cost (Chu, 2005), however, it has its disadvantages.
Wang, Hawk, and Tenopir (2000) stated that “there are also some disadvantages, such as the data being open to interpretation
(accurate or not), privacy concerns, and the overwhelming amount of data gathered, which can be difficult to manage” (p.237).
According to Jansen, Spink, and Saracevic in 2000, they used a similar method and analyzed 51,473 queries posed by 18,113
users of the Web search engine Excite. They studied two questions: (1) how do the users search the Web? and (2) what do they
search for on the Web? They discovered that the users' queries were short and on average, only 2.21 terms were contained in a
query. They also found that the users seldom employed Boolean operators where only 1 in 18 users used them. Furthermore, half of
users who used these operators made a mistake as defined by
Excite rules. The authors suggested a reason for the simple searches was due to Excite's intelligent search engine simplifying the
processes of the users (Jansen, Spink and Saracevic, 2000).
However, the reasons behind people’s searches cannot be explored, as is the case with this study’s library transaction log (Chu,
2005). Although interviews can be conducted on the reasons for a search, the data captured cannot be as real and accurate as the
data captured during the search. Therefore, these findings may not be able to be generalized or applied to other situations (Chu,
2005).
This study’s author agrees that the library's transaction log is a useful way to investigate students' reading behavior as predescribed in the reasons above. However, one cannot completely depend on a single method as each of them have their own
drawbacks. This means a true picture can be ascertained by using all the methods suggested above, as they will complement each
other. Thus, this study proposes using the five methods of determining the effects of goals on the reading habits of upper primary
students through use of an online quiz database.
Methodology
Qualitative Measures
In 1996, Gambrell et al., proposed the Motivation to Read Profile. This consists of a conversational interview made up of three
sections. The first section investigates the motivational factors related to the reading of narrative text (3 questions); the second
section focuses on stories (information) from informational reading (3 questions); and the final section concentrates on some general
issues that relate to reading motivation (8 questions).
According to Gambrell et al.(1996), the interview aims to start an extrajudicial, conversational interflow between the teacher and
student. Furthermore, in 1980, Burgess suggested conversational interviews are in fact social events that can give us an in-depth
understanding of the context rather than through ordinary and rigid interview techniques. Baker (1984), tells us that there are still
variations from those conversational interview scripts which are expected and anticipated by researchers. This means that there is
omitted or missed information in a more formal, standardized interview approach which can be gleaned from the teacher's
deviated conversational interview script. It is up to the teacher to keep in mind that the basic aim of a conversational interview is to
gain knowledge that will give authentic insights into students' reading experiences (Gambrell et al., 1996). It is important for those
and experiences (Denzin, 1970). It also raises ideas and issues that might be related to personal motivation but may not be reflected
in the scripted interview items (Denzin, 1970).
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who participate in conversational interviews to allow children to use their distinct methods of depicting their reading motivation
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Quantitative Measures
Based on the Motivation to Read Profile by Gambrell et al., in 1996, this study developed a modified version of Motivation to Read
Survey-Revised which comprises of two parts – a reading survey and a conversational interview (Hauptman, 2012). The survey part
consists of twenty items with four answer choices for each. Its format follows the Likert scale. In addition, while there are ten items
that measure a reader's self-perceived competence, another ten items try to evaluate students' valuation in reading. The interview
portion will be used in the qualitative part of this study (Hauptman, 2012).
Initially, the pool of questions was established based on present research (Deci and Ryan, 1985; Eccles, 1983; Wigfield, 1994) and
an analysis according to present instruments (Gottried, 1986; Harter, 1981; Johnson and Gaskins, 1991; McKenna and Kear, 1990;
Pintrich and DeGroot, 1990). The selection criteria for items was based on applicability for: (a) grades 2 through 6, (b) teaching
approach, (C) group administration suitability, and (d) validity in questions reflecting self-perceived competence and task value
(Hauptman, 2012). There is a 4-point Likert scale for survey items which is suitable for the age group. Also, choice varies from most
positive to least positive so that one can avoid all the set responses threats. Cronbach's alpha will be used to determine internal
consistency which shows moderately high reliability (self-concept = 0.75 and value = 0.82), where Gambrell et al. (1996) showed that
the reliability coefficients were determined to be moderately high (self- concept = 0.68 and value = 0.70) (Hauptman, 2012).
In Hauptman's research (2012), he added four task value items and four perceived self- competence items to the original survey
format. These new questions were regarding the before, during, and after components of intervention. At the same time, he
changed the original survey's wording to fit academic reading. The internal consistency for the Motivation to Read Survey Revised
showed high reliability (self-concept = 0.84, task value = 0.81), while the entire revised survey was 0.88 (Hauptman, 2012).
The Mixed-Method Approach
The definition of mixed-method from Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, and Turner (2007), is a type of research where qualitative and
quantitative elements are combined for the aims of depthand breadth of evidence and understanding (Hasan, 2014). In 2009,
Creswell suggested that the combination of qualitative and quantitative elements in research can be a way to overcome the
weaknesses inherent in each method with reference to the strengths of each other. Hence, the mixed-method approach will be used
in this research so that it can capture an important depth and breadth of data. Thereby simultaneously answering the proposed
research questions with detailed relationships that occurred between the qualitative and quantitative findings (Punch, 1998). This
encourages data triangulation through multiple inferences and as a result gives stronger findings and conclusions (Greene,
Caracelli, and Graham, 1989). Another advantage in this approach is that the researcher can examine a problem from several
perspectives and in doing so, increase research validity (Deacon, Bryman, and Fenton, 1998).
There are four major mixed-method designs outlined by Plano Clark and Creswell (2011): The convergent parallel design – the
researcher conducts qualitative and quantitative strands concurrently and weights both equally. Separately analyzed data and the
combination of qualitative and quantitative results during the overall interpretation can be found as a result.
1)

The explanatory sequential design –- the researcher first conducts the quantitative phase to answer the research questions.
This is then followed by qualitative data collection where the design is based on the results of the quantitative data
analysis so that the findings can be explained.

2)

The exploratory sequential design – this begins with qualitative data collection which is then followed by a quantitative
phase for testing or generalizing the findings during the qualitative phase. The embedded design – the researcher adds a
supplementary strand to the main type of research so that the overall design can be enhanced.

3)

The transformative design – the researcher employs a transformative theoretical framework that defines all other
decisions such as priority, mixing, timing, and interaction.

4)

The multiphase design – this is a combination of sequential and concurrent strands with the aim of program-me
evaluation to support the development, adaptation, and evaluation of a specific program.

As mentioned earlier, the present research attempts to investigate the effectiveness of the reading habits of primary students
using an online quiz database. To do so, the explanatory sequential design (Clark and Creswell, 2011) was adopted, which enabled
further investigation into the quantitative findings obtained through the perceptual survey, the PIRLS questionnaire, and the
transaction logs respectively. This was done in depth, and through qualitative interviews aimed at finding out the reasons behind
followed by a qualitative phase. The main goal of the quantitative phase is to address the research questions, while the subsequent
qualitative phase tries to explain and elaborate more comprehensively, upon the initial results. This is the most well-known mixedmethod design and is referred to as the sequential model (Tashakkori and Teddlie, 1998). The important aspect of the design is its
straightforwardness. This is because only one type of data can be collected at any one time, while the design of second phase is
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reading habits. An explanatory sequential design is required to start a weighted more quantitative phase, which will then be
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based on the results of the initial phase. Factors to consider are the amount of time required for the two phases of data collection,
and how the designation of qualitative phase can be decided, as it is only made after the initial quantitative data has been analyzed
(Hasan, 2014). To conclude this section, one may transform qualitative data into quantitative data or vice versa, through an
“Academic Scholar’s Research Methods Conversion Algorithm”. It is found in the Appendix 1. However, one must stress that the
algorithm may be subject to certain ethical arguments and must face careful consideration before the actual application of collecting
the data.
Ethical Considerations, Significance, and Applications
The significance of this paper is that: it is the first one to use mathematical set theory in terms of symbol to connect material, body
and spirit world together for the building of our first thinking computer. This is because the consequence of such action implies
Penrose’s three world philosophy and thus a quantum mind. But there are several controversial consequences from the case if the
rationalization of society happens (http://study.com/academy/lesson/rationalisation-of-society-definition-examples-quiz.html):
1) Efficiency: achieving the maximum results with a minimum amount of effort; I think there may be a lack of ‘warmth’ or
always have an ‘alienated relationship’ among human beings since everything is viewed from productivity.
2) Predictability: a desire to predict what will happen in the future; my critique is: If one can forecast the future, crimes may be
prevented as everything can be predicted. But there are always some unexpected, mirrored, and irrational effects that can
occur, which requires an explanation.
3) Calculability: a concern with numerical data, i.e., statistics and scoring; I opposed to it because not all matters can be
expressed in terms of data and there is something which can be presented only qualitatively or have other semantic
meanings.
4) Dehumanisation: employing technology to control human behavior; I believe thatit is hard to control what people might do.
The reason being is that most of us have our own ideas, views, and wills which are under the influence of different internal
and external factors. One of the usages of my mathematical rationalization (in particular) is in translating different countries’
language. Most reasons have been shown in the section of ‘historical views of rationalism’ but one requires some more
detailed academic studies. At the same time, we also need to investigate all the moral issues that will arise.
Furthermore, the rationalization can be applied into the proof of the famous “Continuum Hypothesis”. The main problem is:
Does there exist something (named the set as “X0”) like the inequality “N0<X0< C”?. There is controversy when discussing the
conflict that exists between traditional attitudes and ‘my pure reasoning of rationalization’ in terms of set theory and symboliclogic. Therefore, it is sensible for us to investigate why such different outcomes may occur. In fact, from my ‘suggested
rationalization theories’, it recommends that there is a set X0 situated between natural number and real number. On the contrary,
Cantor told us that such X0not exist (ref. Cantor’s first uncountability proof and Cantor’s diagonal argument). Later, both Gödel
and Cohen showed that X0 could not be proved or disproved either (https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/goedel-incompleteness/).
But most mathematicians (including this author) believes there is a natural set together with its power set. In addition, every
non-denumerable subset of power set should be equivalent or not to the power set. This implies ‘CH’ must either be true or false
despite Gödel’s long-established demonstration. To show ‘CH’ is incorrect, one needs to persuade others for the possibility of sets
with larger cardinalities than those of ZF + AC. Thus, one may disprove the ‘CH’ through the establishment of a ‘Generalized
Axiom of Infinity’ (https://www.britannica.com/topic/set-theory/The-Neumann-Bernays-Godel-axioms). One of the historical cases
is the appearance of ‘New Foundation’ (NF) in mathematics.
It makes a modification by ignoring the original set and changing it into a ‘local’ type theory, and hence get the better of the
Russell Paradox. This raises the question: “Can the current way of combining both ‘Set Theory’ and ‘Logic’ have sufficient
conventions to compose such an axiom?” In fact, from the specimen, one can eliminate those deficiencies by proposing suitable
modifications in the depicted planet. Similarly, one recommends adding the necessary criteria or amendments to the present ‘Set
and Logical World’ which will include the ‘axiom’. Then a mathematical researcher may completely solve both ‘CH’ and ‘GCH’
problems from these persistence of what one refers to as midway sets “X0”.
Another application is artificial intelligence (AI), as Penrose’s Theory implies a quantum mind and hence a quantum computer.
There is an ethical consideration that is associated with AI. Thus, we must solve this ethical issue before it happens. Hence, our

Remarks and Comments
There are several remarks and comments to my research. They are:
I. What are the foundational bases of mathematics?
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purpose for this study is to investigate the ethics and challenges surrounding the development of AI.
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One is ‘Set Theory’. The following set of theoretical bases are widely assumed in the literature review of this essay:
1)

An undefinable concept or object (may be a set);

2)

An undefinable binary membership or predicate;

3)

Axioms concerning extensionality, pairing, union, power set, and induction;

4)

An axiom of schema (i.e. separation).

Furthermore, the base can be extended to obtain a stronger Cardinal Theory. At the same time, we may add a logical inference
rule and finally describe mathematics completely with a set theory. One may even generalize the relationship between logic and set
theory, where the process can be expressed as follows (http://mathhelpforum.com/discrete-math/192522-assumptions-settheory.html):

Informal logic --> set theory --> formalization of logic
However, one may have another base of mathematics in terms of the ‘Topoi Theory’. It is indeed a type of category which
contains sheaves of sets on a topological space (or site). One may consider it in some sense as ‘a notion of localized category of sets’
or ‘a generalization of point set topology’. The significance of Lam, Feb 2016 is that it tries to use mathematical set objects
(Platonism) to rationalize Penrose’s Three Worlds Philosophy (certainly, there is an anti-Platonism school which opposes the
existence of such objects).
My suggestion is that one can use different kinds of infinity (such as actual, potential, and absolute), where they can establish a
‘bridge’ between mathematical philosophies (in terms of argumentative proofs from different perspectives among logic-ism,
intuitionism, and formalism) and the Count-ability of Number, the Big Bang Theory, and the Existence of God. This directly implies
the Platonic Object World, the Physical World and the Mental World. Hence, we have clearly made Penrose’s Three World Theory
rational (or reasonable). If we assume a ‘quantum mind’, according to the quantum theory (https://arxiv.org/pdf/0805.0116.pdf) (as
it tells us that quantum mechanics is only a randomized process in a combinatorial way), hence we should have a freedom of
thought and decision making. Therefore, this will form another philosophical question for our possible future AI (but not for this
research):
Q1: What kind of things should it be pleased – beauty in its sense?
Q2: How can it determine the correctness of thought – morality in its sense? Q3: When will things become real facts – truth in its
sense?
Indeed, one believes that “facts, AI software, and quantum computers” constitutes as the three most significant components for
our next generation of robots, like a robot named ‘Data’ in a recent movie – Star Trek. It is because information should be processed
by AI software through a physical quantum computer to get the calculated results. Otherwise, we cannot make use of our advanced
scientific achievements. Thus, this author proposes that we should study the nature of ‘infinity’ for it is shown as a key to
investigate our human (quantum) mind and hence develop our own quantum computer. Certainly, we should also study our brain
scientifically through biological, chemical, physical, and mathematical theories, experiments and models as well as another subjects’
learning field etc. Then, like the robot named ‘Data’, it will become feasible. The research methodology will be shown in amended
Lam, 2016.

CONCLUSIONS AND LIMITATIONS
In the previous proposed case study prototype (Teaching-Learning-Researching Case Study Model), teachers may first raise the
curiosity of a small number of pupils through a series of questioning, then they lead pupils to attempt interactive games to gain
corresponding experiences, internet information searching for necessary knowledge, collaborations, and discussions for one to
sufficient arguments and finally draw conclusions. I trust that all assessments can only be used for determining academic
knowledge but not necessary to define one’s future life direction. Education professionals can thus apply these results to customize
different curricula according to students’ respectable and guidance images amount youngsters. The consequence of this is happy
and enjoyable abilities. The designed model should also be flexible to handle the special conditions of a classroom.
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On the other hand, a teaching professional must not treat adolescents as a ‘factory product’. Thus, one cannot only use a single
model to simulate the whole teaching-learning-researching process. The reason is that each person has irreplaceable characteristics
even if all educational outcomes are the same. By premeditate human as a product, one will thus easily fall into a virtuous dilemma,
like the application of DNA editing – “shall we design a perfect baby in the future? Why should we?” Or “shall we introduce
suitable laws to restrict the birth of genetically modified babies? How and What?” Beside ethics, a teacher should be sympathetic,
legitimate, and patient etc. together with suitable exhortation (but not in a destructive way) towards their pupils. As a result, the
schoolmaster may indicate teacher-student relationships that might immediately set-up rather than disturb classmates.
In a nutshell, there are both pros and cons for using technology in education. I believe that technology can change human habits,
such as our online culture. However, it can also be hazardous, as previously mentioned in the introduction section. Thus, my
suggestion is: rather than just having a ‘green conservative life’, one should also implement ‘self-restricted, reasonable, and
conscientious relationships’ between machines together with their daily usage, which will prevent the abuse of technology. My
proposal and research have only been running for two years; it only suggests the study of some elementary theories and facts of
related issues. One may require further reading and investigation for all concerned matters, rather than just focusing on my future
thesis.
Remarks:
This author notes if one can extend the book reading project into a larger scale, one may employ big data for a detailed research to
both continuum hypothesis and find a generalized rationalization theorem. Then one may discover an in-depth and more accurate
results for our future related fields (mathematics and scientific) investigations.
Appendix 1 (subject to several moral controversies)
Part I: Researcher’s Conversion Algorithm that Alters Qualitative Data into Quantitative Data.
How can one transform qualitative research data (study methods including interviews, surveys, and case study etc.) into
quantitative data?
I should emphasise that in some sense the recommended set of rules may be subject to a morally controversial issue. It is because
not everything can be converted into quantitative data. Indeed, there are both contributions and critics for the aforementioned
proposed transformation and one can find them from other professional resources such a university library. According to these
ethical considerations, I believe that academic scholars who use an “Academic Scholar’s Research Methods Conversion
Algorithm” (developed by Leung, Lam, van Aalst, and Jin Mu, Faculty of Education, HKU, 2017) between qualitative and
quantitative methodology must handle it with great care.
A. Qualitative Data Collection Status:
Step 1: (Invitation Phase) – Send invitation requests to desired organisations (such as schools) and ask participants (such as students
and teachers) to participate in the survey.
Step 2: (Answering Phase) – Selected teachers form schools must fill in the questions (both quantitative and qualitative) as stated in
the questionnaire for investigation.
Step 3: (Interview Phase) – From the answers in the questionnaires, choose 10 - 20 teachers to have in depth interviews.
Step 4: (Analysis Phase) – Analyse the data collected from both questionnaires and interviews.
What method should we use for the synthesis of qualitative data?
B. Synthesis of Qualitative Data Process:
Phase I: (Open Coding) – Researchers should first read the required transcripts line-by-line and then categorise the data into
discrete elements or in terms of “Crucial Phrase and Labelled Word”.
Phase II: (Axial Coding) – During this process, scholars develop abstract concepts and organise them according to their categories.
Phase III (Selective Coding) – With help from the ground theory, it will reflect the main idea from the data and induce either the
diagram or narratives.
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One may discover relationships between data and points mentioned repeatedly by participants.
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C. Data Analysis Section:
1. Researchers should first conduct a frequency analysis for examining the extent of each main code in the coding scheme.
Hence, one can find the potential mechanisms, knowledge quality, and the implications of findings for the specific study.
2. Scholars will select several main codes to perform qualitative analysis. Then one can elucidate interviewees’ details.
Simultaneously, one should use the frequency analyzed data quantitatively:
3. One will show and prove the obtained results are comparable with other surveys. Also, the quantitative analyzed data will
be presented.
4. The researcher may use a 2x2 between subject ANOVA with dependent and independent variables.
5. One may set the level of significance for all analyses to 0.05.
6. From the outcome of the hypothesis, one may find out a statistical conclusion and hence an implication.
7. We remark that the reverse operation - “A Conversion Algorithm that transforms quantitative data into the Qualitative one”
can be found in the ‘Results’ section of my paper: “Optimization Strategies for Solving Students’ Digital Equality and
Scholarly Outcomes” with the following web-link: http://ssrn.com/abstract=3007304
In fact, one can even trace back to find the categories, cases studied together with the interviewees’ answers from both the
correlation and probability tree diagram etc.
*****All the details concerning the above algorithm will be depicted in the coming thesis. To conclude, one must warn that the
algorithm may lead to an ethical misconduct. One should consider the pros and cons before use, and it should be operated with
extreme caution or under the permission of research authorities. *****
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